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Mobile tech comes
up with the goods
for dream shopping

Meeting
the
customer
where
they are

BY JASON WALSH
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Stephen Gillespie, head of
digital strategy at Made to Engage

Traditional retailers have been fending off online behemoths
for years now, but strategising to take advantage of their natural
strengths can lead to a real transformation, writes Jason Walsh

M

ade to Engage, one
of Ireland’s
leading digital agencies, has
been looking at the problem
of how to challenge the global giants of e-commerce for
some time.
“Realistically, we’re into
business transformation,
and for us that would be in
the e-commerce space. We
also do more broad digital
marketing, but e-commerce
and retail is where things are
really coming alive, said Stephen Gillespie, head of digital
strategy at Made to Engage.
One key area of the agency’s
work is helping businesses
realise the potential of their

native markets by applying
lessons from it to their e-commerce offering.
The phrase that Made to
Engage uses for this kind of
player is “innovative incumbent”. And incumbents do
need to innovate, said Gillespie.
“I think the retail space is
very challenging, whether
you’re working in the B2B
[business-to-business] side
of things or the B2C [business-to-consumer]. There’s
a lot of change in the market,
and you see a lot of wellknown names tumbling.”
When we think of e-commerce, we all think of Amazon, the 800lb gorilla of online
shopping. In fact, it is far from
alone in transforming the re-

tail experience. However, by
innovating with an eye to their
existing strengths, Gillespie
said, incumbent bricks and
mortar players can compete
with the giants.
Many of Made to Engage’s
clients will be well-known to
Irish readers: Eason, Permanent TSB, Irish Ferries, Irish
Life, the Law Society, Energia,
Power NI and Travel Department, most of which fit neatly
into the category of innovative
incumbent.
“Eason is in a leadership
position. It’s the leader in the
market, but not the leader
in the world of books, and
there are global giants that
can dwarf it,” said Gillespie.
Given this, Eason looked at
what it could do that its on-
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Captiva still ahead in the cloud
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ith a client list that reads like the
up-and-coming hotspots to the
well-established, which include
Eddie Rockets, Chopped, Irish Ferries, KC
Peaches, Sbarro, Jump Juice Bars, Mao, Hillbilly’s, Ramen Thai, Romayo’s and many
more, Captiva continues to innovate and
add more integrated cloud services to its
core POS business.
Captiva’s innovation bringing software
as a service (SAAS) to the hospitality EPOS
market is well documented. Building on this
solid technology, Captiva now offers cloud
services for its Epos system.
What does all this mean for a restaurant,
bar, retail or quick service outlet? An outlet
can select a Captiva point of sale system with
a ‘pay as you go’ service. This yields a fantastic
end result for the outlet or quick service site
and keeps initial set-up costs low.
Outlets can pick and choose from Cloud
Storage, Integrated Online Ordering from
multiple providers, Integrated Credit and
Debit Cards, Cloud Customer Accounts,
Stored Value Cards, Cloud Reporting, CRM,
SMS Marketing, Captiva API and Cloud Loyalty.
Captiva clients get a real-time reporting
Aapp which includes a full dashboard of
relevant KPIs. This can be drilled down to display access specific reports, ie, owner-level
reports to manager access. This is accessed
through multiple devices including phones
to tablets and iPads.
Captiva has automated marketing features
which can be utilised via text messaging or
email marketing. The cloud service will keep
track of the restaurant’s customer activity
and trigger pre-set marketing rules to send
out relevant offers and vouchers. This will
free up time and save money, allowing the
owner/manager to concentrate on running
the restaurant.
Captiva also facilitates integration of on-

Captiva POS

line ordering from third-party aggregators
and store-owned websites. This means that
online orders are channelled directly into
Captiva POS without the need for double
entry, which saves money, speeds up the
order process and cuts out mistakes.

Cloud loyalty

Captiva provides a fully integrated Cloud
Loyalty service that encourages loyalty in
your customers. Cloud Loyalty can be used
as a traditional card or via our White Labeled
App. Customers can avail of loyalty cash or
stamp offers, ie, buy five salads and get one
free. All loyalty points can be accumulated
on our smart phone App for the customer
with no need for cards.
Because Captiva Loyalty is in the cloud, this
allows for single-site, multi-site or franchise
sites to set up offers and deploy to store.
The restaurant can use a suite of automated
marketing solutions to keep in contact with
its customers.
Captiva POS is an Irish company that
writes and develops all its EPOS systems in
Ireland. It has been in business for 18 years
and is seen as the leading expert in restaurant
and quick service hospitality. Captiva provides full consultation and installation with
seven days a week tech and call-out support.

Call:
01-2966166
Web: Captiva.ie
Search: Captiva Pos

line, international competitors couldn’t. One thing was
to bring its local interest books
into the spotlight, something a
mere algorithm on an online
site can only do haphazardly
based on previous user behaviour. Another was to take
advantage of its incumbency.
“For them, one of the things
we looked at was how quickly
can you get a book in hand,”
said Gillespie. “You’re used to
an online retailer with a vast
inventory, but if you want a
book in hand within a couple
of hours, they can’t do it. Eason
can. That was a key area where
they could fight against the
global behemoths.
“Getting a book in hand
within two hours would be
a click-and-collect scenario,
but it means you can guarantee you’re going to get it.”
The attractions are obvious, particularly at this time
of year, with people scrambling for Christmas presents,
the postal network clogged up
and the fear of both item unavailability and long queues in
shops. With click-and-collect,
the item can be guaranteed
and queuing minimised.
In practice this means
spending serious time and
energy on the e-commerce
platform: repeated testing and
optimisation are the name of
the game, and merchandising
must be part of the picture too.
“It uses all the tools the behemoth will use, the AI and so
on, to deliver insight and serve
the customer better and, using

Building an
e-commerce
platform and
leaving it
there to
do its thing is
not enough
these days

those behaviours, to present
products and merchandise
with the ferocity you would
in-store.
“Building an e-commerce
platform and leaving it there
to do its thing is not enough
these days,” Gillespie said.
Based in Belfast and with
offices in Dublin and London,
Made to Engage has been a
Deloitte Fast 50 finalist three
years running, indicating rapid growth, and its client base
continues to expand.
“We have clients in the B2B,
food service, medical and
hobby sectors,” said Gillespie.
Each of these sectors may
represent a specific niche to
which general lessons can be
applied, but they also allow
for research into what drives
and smooths purchases for
specific classes of buyer.
Take, business-to-business, for example. Today, B2B
e-commerce is a growing area,
with Forrester Research predicting it will reach $1.2 trillion and account for 13.1 per
cent of all B2B sales in the US
alone by 2021. Cross-border
B2B transactions are estimated
to reach $1.2 trillion in the next
five years, with Forrester estimating the total value of the
online B2B sector at $9 trillion.
Complex decision chains
and specialist needs have kept
it behind B2C, though. Made to
Engage has worked with B2B
clients to ensure that these
things are considered.
“We’ve done some work in
the wholesale space around
food, selling into restaurants.
The simple understanding that
chefs wear gloves is essential.
It can make that purchase easier. Selling into the food service business, the prevalence
of gloves is important as it’s
a user-experience concern.
Understanding the context of
how interfaces are being used.
“With B2B, you [also] might
not just be displaying price,
but potential margin. You’re
displaying the reason to buy
as well as the product itself,”
said Gillespie.
In effect, Made to Engage
helps its clients build e-commerce platforms that speak
their customers’ language, and
nowhere is this more important than in the hobby market.
Made to Engage’s hobby clients include Hornby, Scalextric and Airfix, among others.
“Hobbies are a very personal thing and being able to
engage with the customer and
the projects they’re planning
to undertake is a real advantage. You can limit the impact
of price by being able to talk to
the consumer in the specialist language that they understand,” Gillespie said.

ypically, when we
think of enterprise
mobility we think
in terms of laptops,
smartphones and
tablets being used to take office work out into the field.
While that remains the backbone of the sector, specialist
applications are making use
of mobility in very different
environments – and not least
of these is retail.
“Fundamentally, it’s about
supply chain movement. It
improves things such as visibility of stock,” said Andrew
Daly, sales manager for VisionID. “Asset management is
also important: combi tracking, crate tracking, container
tracking and so on.”
VisionID provides its clients
with the latest robust mobile
devices designed to suit the
retail environment a lot better than consumer equipment. “We are talking about
rugged enterprise devices,”
said Daly.
These devices also have
features aimed at workplace
environments which don’t
need to connect add-on devices, and come with lengthy
support contact under VisionID’s service level agreement
(SLA). “They have a lifespan
of seven years for software
and for hardware seven years
plus. They have an integrated
barcode scanner, integrated
RFID reader and so on.”
Both front-of-house and
warehousing operations are
catered for. “Front-of-store
solutions would involve management of stock in the store
itself. Also, in the front of store
solutions we also can enhance
customer experience: delivering a consistent experience
through things like electronic
shelf-edge labelling,” he said.
Electronic shelf-edge labelling, already common
in many other parts of Europe, is a relative newcomer
to Ireland and is a development that promises both to
improve the retail experience
for the shopper and reduce
labour costs and the potential
for errors for the retailer. Put
simply, prices can be changed
in the system and the price on
the edge of the shelf, which
is displayed on a small, LCD
character display, will automatically change.   
It also makes merchandising easier – in food retail
in particular. “You can [do
a] price knockdown on, say,
perishable goods at 4pm on a
given day and then knock it
down and down and down. It
removes the need for double
or triple entry of data,” said
Daly.
Click-and-collect can also
be facilitated. “From the customer end, in the backend
we’re providing the solution

Andrew Daly, sales manager
for VisionID

to get a good customer experience from that. The operator
is picking the items,” he said.
Similar technology is also
deployed for scan-as-youshop: shoppers take a device
and scan items as they go, dramatically reducing time spent
at the till. This technology has
a longer history than many
might imagine.
“It’s more of a popular application in other countries,
but it’s not unheard of here,”
said Daly. “SuperValu has
been doing it for nigh on 20
years. You scan your loyalty
card and it releases a device.
This totals your shop as you
go around.”
But the device is more than
a barcode scanner mated to a
calculator, and can be used for
promotions. “You can send it

an offer. Let’s say you buy a
particular product, then you
can get a special offer on a
related item,” said Daly.
The objective is to ease
shopping, which in turn
drives higher profits – or,
at the very least, customer
loyalty. “You’re bettering the
customer experience within
the store, driving customer
engagement to increase footfall and spending. Connecting
with customers is important
and that’s what this does:
it delivers a better in-store
experience and following
through technology with an
enhancement of marketing.”
In today’s world of big data,
of course, there are further
benefits to introducing technology into shops. Retailers
already know what customers
purchase in aggregate – and
for those who use loyalty
cards, who purchased what
and when. Today, though,
more can be done, including
building data to reimagine the
interior experience.
“You’re enabling a lot of
intelligence to be collected
by the retailer. With beacons
– Bluetooth beacons – they
can read how people move
through the stores,” said Daly.
Daly said VisionID worked
with some of the largest retailers in the country, and, as
it was also involved in many
enterprise mobility projects,
including outside retail, it can
bring a broad experience to
the table.
“Enabling the worker to be
mobile increases efficiency,”
he said. “Also, our professional
services department backs it
all up. We offer a full end-toend managed service from the
ultimate device to the server and support backed from
our HQ and service centre in
Clonmel.”
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